
Facilities Advisory Committee
MEETING 10 – JANUARY 7 ,  2020



Zooming
 Participants list
 Open the list by clicking on participants at the bottom center
 Use the blue box labeled rename to fix your name if it isn’t showing correctly
 There is a hand raising option at the bottom of the participants list – use that if you’d 

like to ask a question
 Chat box
 Open it by clicking on the conversation bubble  at the bottom center
 Type your question or comment and hit ENTER

Mute/Unmute
 Please mute yourself by clicking on the microphone icon at the bottom left
 When I call on a member, unmute yourself to be heard. 

 Please use headphones to reduce background noise
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Agenda
 Welcome and introductions

 Overview of proposed recommendations edits

 Recommendations discussion and finalization

 Next steps

 Celebration
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Key Recommended Edits
 Updated background to include activities since June

 Reorganized ‘When We Build’ section and added Equity recommendations

 Revised Recommended Projects chart; one new suggested addition

 Funding recommendations now includes projects in two phases

 Need to determine whether to add recommendation regarding staff 
training and admin space
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Juanita Learning Area Lake Washington Learning 
Area

Redmond Learning Area Eastlake Learning Area

Capacity Shortfall by 2029-30 0 | 0 506 | 506 429 | 641 0 | 0

High School n/a Build a new choice school - Build a choice school in 
either Redmond LC or 
Eastlake LC

- Build an addition at 
Redmond HS

- Build a choice school in 
either Redmond LC or 
Eastlake LC

Capacity Shortfall by 2029-30 55 | 202 224 | 473 100 | 274 0 | 6

Middle School - Rebuild or expand Kamiakin 
to 900 capacity 

- Reboundary to alleviate Finn 
Hill capacity 

or
- Move Environmental MS to 

Kamiakin campus (or move 
Stella Schola)

- Evaluate moving choice 
school locations to alleviate 
existing space challenges

- Build addition to bring 
Kirkland MS to at least 800
900 capacity

- Reboundary Rose Hill MS 
and Kirkland MS

- Move Stella Schola from 
Rose Hill to Kamiakin 
campus (or move 
Environmental MS)

- Evaluate moving choice 
school locations to alleviate 
existing space challenges

- Reboundary between 
middle schools

- Consider EAS type school 
on Novelty Hill

- Rebuild or Expand 
Evergreen MS to at least 
900

- Reboundary to alleviate 
Inglewood MS capacity

Capacity Shortfall by 2029-30 75 | 397 47 | 668 0| 762 85 | 959

Elementary School - Move existing preschools off 
elementary campuses to alleviate 
ES capacity

- Add one new elementary 
school

- Reboundary to alleviate ES 
capacity

- Build capacity on Redmond 
ES site 

- Rebuild and expand
Rockwell ES

- Reboundary to alleviate ES 
capacity

- Rebuild and expand Alcott ES 
and Smith ES

- Reboundary to alleviate ES 
capacity

Other - Refurbish Juanita field house 
and pool, partner with local 
government or non-profit for 
athletic field use

- Build or acquire space for 
preschools

- Build or acquire space for 
preschools

- Build or acquire space for 
preschools

- Build or acquire space for 
preschools

“Rebuild and
Expand” vs. 
“Rebuild or Expand”

New suggestion not 
yet discussed by full 
FAC

“Rebuild and
Expand” vs. 
“Rebuild or Expand”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Red and strikethrough = deletedGreen = added



Final Recommendations
 Any other changes needed?
 Ready to approve?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turn off share screen after changes discussed. Put people on camera for approval discussion. Then screen share back on for next steps.



Evaluation
 How did this process work for you?
What could we have done differently?
What advice do you have for the District about advisory committees?
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Next steps
 Finalize recommendations
 School board presentation
 Volunteers to represent FAC at School Board meeting on Jan 25?
 Volunteers to film snippets of discussion regarding recommendations?
 FAC sunsets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After doing this slide, go to next slide then turn screen off….



Facilities 
Advisory 
Committee!
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